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About This Game

MilitAnt™ is an action-packed side-scrolling platform/shooter. Set in a world ruled by insects, a lone soldier ant must defend
his home colony at all costs from a brutal invasion by the termite infantry, the wasp air force and other enemy bug nations.

Packed with customizable weapon load-outs, a large variety of enemies and challenging boss battles, MilitAnt™ takes you into a
rich stylized insect world, blending novel 2.5D shooter gameplay with epic platforming action.

Test your reflexes and prove your might in the biggest action adventure any player or ant has ever seen. Jump to the battlefield
world of MilitAnt™ for a completely original experience of “Epic-tiny proportions”.

Features

•Epic boss fights featuring music by award winning composer Gerard Marino
•Novel 2.5D shooter gameplay action
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•Immersive single player story mode
•Intense and exciting levels
•Unlock powerful weapons

•30+ deadly enemy bugs
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Hey my guy, I like your game it's fun stuff.. I've just started to play this game, but can't resist to say what a positive surprise it
is. The art is quality work including the music. The girls are so cute I feel the urge to grab a pencil and start sketching them on a
piece of paper. I'm very touched by this game and recommend it to anyone who's into manga/anime - or just simply wanna have
a break from shooting/slashing/chainsawing demons :). I don't have a Vive yet, but plan to soon. One of the developers of the
game was kind enough to let me play the game on his personal setup. It was awesome. Controls are great and it's really easy to
get immersed in the game. If you have a Vive, pick this game up!. I went into this game expecting it to be one of the worst
games I have ever played and in that I was disappointed, I am a bit of a Masochist when it comes to games and I do seek out bad
games as well as good ones.

The other user reviews on this game plus TB's "Why do I own" video made this one sound like that would be that bad it would
make a great video, So when it came on sale for 1\u20ac I grabbed it.

The game is average. It does not do anything well but doesn't suck at anything to badly nether. It is what it is. If people really
need tips on actually bad games they can feel free to drop be a line because this is not it.

Would I recommend this game? if it's on sale for a euro or two I guess why not but not at full price. but note it's just an average
game with nothing that really stands out it doesn't do anything to wrong but nothing to right nether.

For those who want a hot tip on a game that far worse than this and to prove my point. Get "Dark Apes: The Fate of
Devolution" Play that a while and this game will seem rather good :P. All Meme

This a big step in the wrong direction, the first game was fantastic with cheeky humor yet some solid advice in realistic
situations. Number 2 is one massive attempt at making twitch streamers laugh which at moments is funny but mostly this is a big
mess that doesnt do anything particular well.

I like the introduction of diversity and different ideas its just the way theyre excuted is awful. Firstly the actors were mostly
awful and I mean total♥♥♥♥♥♥ Are these people real actors or Richards friends I have no idea because its so bad it totally
breaks the immersion and makes you want to skip to the next one as soon as possible. The women in the game are especially bad
at acting unlike the first game.

Richard now has a co host thats comes across as a totally pointlessly addition to the game offering nothing but brain dead
common sense comments that help no one nor the game. Who is this♥♥♥♥♥♥cas I've never heard of her and she says the
same thing anyone off the street would, what a waste. Maybe it would have been better to have Richard for the male interations
and a real female expert for the female interations.

Some of the senarios are god awful like the comedy show and the date in which its all in chinese, yep you heard right, what a
pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥ It would be more passable if it was part of a bigger game not just 10 chapters. I feel like the first game had
more diversty of answer where as 2 for example has so many♥♥♥♥♥♥jokes some times the same♥♥♥♥♥♥joke multiple
times in the same chapter, boring. The english used in a lot of the answers is very poor and often doesn't convey what actully
happens, some of the correct answers seemed total ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t also.
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Overall Richard wastes his dating expertise on trying to take on the difficult job of becoming a comedy director something he
has no clue about. That makes the game uttlely painful at times and the actors are so♥♥♥♥♥♥they can't even save it with their
performances. This game is more Super Seducer : Twitch Edition not a real sequel to the 1st game and sadly it doesn't work.

Apparently they need feedback for 3, simply put make the game a seduction game 1st humour comes 2nd and consult people for
feedback about the common senarios people actully want not the ridiciolos mess youve made here that could have been
avoided.. It is what it is for the price, basicall you build VERY basic bases and defenses, worth the price YES, but highly
repetetive i think they could have done a lot more with this and hope they keep going but its a fun break away from other genres
and i would recommend IF they keep the same low price.. Engine Kill.
Great game so far and the Devs are actively interacting with the community with updates etc.. Not enough Cave, and not enough
Men.
0/10. The beginning is great when the atmosphere and the noises are new and unique. About an hour into the game you've seen
and heard it all and the repetitive gameplay (upon failure or, for the first few objectives, even success) really wear down the
'scariness' factor. It boringly submits you to goalpost moving to complete the first round of objectives, with succeeding resulting
in you 'dying' and restarting. However, it switches gears and starts resetting your progress about an hour in on death, creating
some very confusing moments as the game shifts between a fail-forward approach and then punishing you for failure later.
The gameplay itself is just find blinking items and avoid a randomly spawning spirit - giving some unlucky moments where the
spirit can spawn to your left or right and causing your death even with the most carefully laid plans of light switch placement
and hiding locations.
The game does a really poor job of teaching you the game through game design conveyance and instead cowers behind alerting
you to tutorials that are MUST WATCH for mechanics like hiding or temporarily banishing the spirit through light switches.
Why the developers decided to hide these extremely important and necessary mechanics behind a sub-menu within the game is a
head scratcher.
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tl;dr: Equally frustrating and boring. Do not play.

It is neither healthy nor wise for your player, when playing your game, to at any point think, "Oh dear god there's more." Nor is
it healthy or wise for your player, when still in the middle of playing said game, takes time out of their gameplay to begin
writing a very scathing review of said game. In "Season Match", the player is at the mercy of a physics engine so wonky, even
Gordon Freeman wouldn't be able to make as see-saw out of it. Too many levels depend on the player being able to navigate a
herd of gems through a narrow passage, and this is practically impossible between the unpredictable falling patterns of said
gems and the unreliable rng creating more gems in an order that throws all strategy out the window. I was able to beat several
levels just by furiously clicking around, as the gameplay is artificially lengthened by arbitrary goals of clearing X number of
gems. The powerups are useless. The game doesn't even take the time to explain what they do and you can only refill your
powerups on certain levels. Just used the magic wand? Too bad! This level only refills the dagger you never use. But wait!
There's also gold you can collect and purchase refills for your powerups. Again, the game never tells you that you can do this,
and I only found out through a session of random clicking when I was bored. And speaking of never telling you anything, there
is no story. The game will make you believe there is, but three frames of animation, character stills, and four paragraphs of text
do not a story make. As I crawl closer to the end of the game, all I can think of is that this is babby's first programming. It feels
so cheaply made and thrown out onto the market as quickly as possible without any consideration of whether or not it's "good".
The only silver lining I can find is that it'll make my achievement stats go up. Woo.. It's good for this level of game to exist,
cause they make crystal clear why other games are considered polished, entarteining and well-thought out.

Atmosphere and storytelling are nothing special, focus of the game is a very basic platforming with basically nothing new, and
precision of the command is null, moving parts in the last stages of the game kills you inconsistently and withoout reasons, the
game does a bad bad work in showing you what's dangerous and what's not. Random leap of faith are required with no real sense
of discovery attached to them.

Even the level design is dull and works against the game experience.

Don't waste your money, there is much much better on steam.. loads 1st mission game crashs.

it should be free to play game, somehow i got it for free and i feel like i need a refund just for having this game in my library....
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing exploiting steam so i can't refund this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game.. Drawful
was pretty much the best thing in Jack Box Party-Pack 1 besides Fibbage.
If you bought Jack Box 2 and don't have the first package, it makes better sense to buy Drawful 2 instead.
The new features are nice, but not that impressive, and the music is less addictive than Drawful 1.. Immersive world-building in
a unique universe, characters with intriguing back stories, and an interesting quest\/storyline. You also get a *lot* of story for
your buck, and many storylines to pursue. (I know play everything kinda slow...but I still was impressed with how *much* game
there was.) I was also surprised that I enjoyed the soundtrack so much! A few tracks stuck in my head pleasantly even when I
wasn't playing :) Two thumbs up!. Why is it so tuff, Im at the first (GET FIRST RACE) Of Grid and i'm like...ummm. I want to
like this game is like RRacer and that one of my favorite game of all time and i looking at this as taking the crown.But i don't
have to to keep losing because of track design.. game played offline on the release week-end without the latest patches)

- Nice dungeon crawling / puzzle game, a little rough on the edges.
- Especially recommended to people who don't mind time limits / time management, even if it is not THAT strict (similar to old
Atelier PS2 games)
- Quite worth the price.

Some mechanics are counter intuitive (such as leaving the dungeon as a way to solve puzzles) and (atm) a manual would be nice.

Would welcome new dungeons, more (conversation) choices, etc.
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